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“Falling new car sales since 2017 illustrate the difficulties
that currently face the car sector with the impending

departure from the EU in March 2019 not expected to
improve prospects in the short-term. With the market

suffering from depressed sales, car manufacturers
increasingly need to focus on meeting consumer demands

which are increasingly reflecting individual lifestyles.”
– Neil Mason, Retail Category Director

This report looks at the following areas:

• What next for the car market?
• Interest in diesel collapses amongst new car buyers
• Overall interest in autonomous vehicles is low

Mintel forecasts the total car market to suffer its second consecutive year of decline in 2018 with
volumes for new and used sales set to fall back to 10.07 million units. The fall comes from a further
softening in new car sales and a recent decline in used car volumes. Various factors have been
proposed for the current lacklustre market conditions with a combination of increased buyer
uncertainty in the wake of the EU referendum in 2016 and rising costs two of the most significant.
Despite these conditions the sector continues to evolve. Older cars are increasingly a feature of the
market with 24.9% of vehicles on the road in 2017 being 12 years or older. Second car ownership is
also expanding with data for England recording 35% of households with two or more cars in 2017
compared to only 31% in 2012.
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Ford looks at the development of smarter systems for European cities …
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Premium brands offer the best combination of trust and differentiation
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70% of adults own a car

Men and young adults are important car buyers in the last 2 years
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Small and medium-sized cars are the most important sectors

Environmental concerns are strongly associated with diesel

Digital is a key channel for information on cars

Less than 1 in 10 adults are interested in a car that can drive itself

More than 7 out of 10 adults own a car
Figure 46: Car ownership, November 2018

Wealth plays a major factor in car ownership
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Car ownership is gradually increasing
Figure 47: Car ownership, 2014-18

Cars purchased used represent a bigger market
Figure 48: Age of car owned, November 2018

Young and old adults focus on different market sectors

Men are likely to buy new while women are more likely to buy used

City residents favour buying new

Wealth impacts strongly on new and used choice

New car sales have benefitted most in recent years
Figure 49: Age of car owned, 2014-18

The majority of those without a car don’t possess a driving licence
Figure 50: Other access to cars, November 2018

Age is the most important factor for non-car ownership

Older adults have the potential to become car owners

Car owners prefer smaller cars
Figure 51: Type of car owned, November 2018

Women prefer smaller cars

Specialist categories popular with those in rural areas

Small and specialist cars popular with the most affluent

SUVs are the star performer in the market
Figure 52: Type of car owned, 2014, 2016, 2018

Environmental worries dominate diesel concerns
Figure 53: Concerns about diesel, November 2018

Environmental concerns are greatest amongst those in cities

Costs of owning a diesel high amongst wealthier socio-economic groups

Poor resale value is more important for older adults

Parents with children are more aware of alternatives

Repertoire analysis records interest of older adults, city dwellers and higher earners in having multiple concerns

Alternative technologies to diesel are of interest for new car buyers

Digital is the main source for information on cars
Figure 54: Sources of information, November 2018

Young men access a wide range of channels for information on cars

City residents shun digital communication
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Wealthy and affluent adults use a variety of channels

Owners of new cars are most interested in information

Digital is helping broaden communication
Figure 55: Sources of information, 2017 and 2018

Less than 1 in 10 adults is interested in a fully autonomous car
Figure 56: Autonomous driving, November 2018

Young men are most interested in automated cars

Affluent adults are another important market

Cities and rural environments illustrate strong contrasts

Owners of new cars are most interest in autonomous driving
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Autonomous Driving

Appendix – Data Sources, Abbreviations and Supporting Information
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